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REPORT OF MEETING
2000-09-25

INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Information structures, documentation and
graphical symbols

Day report from the meeting of TC3

1 Opening of the meeting

The Chairman, Mr. Hans Brückner, opened the meeting, and gave thanks to the Swedish
National Committee for all arrangements.

He welcomed the delegates, and gave a special welcome to the new Secretary of SC3C, Prof.
Ikeda, and to the observers from IEC/CO and from ISO/TC145.

He also pointed out that for him this was the first TC3 meeting as Chairman, and gave a
special thanks to the former Chairman, Mr. J. Bodin for all assistance given during the take
over period. During the Chairmanship of Mr. Bodin a number of milestones had been set which
will lead into the future.

2 Approval of the draft agenda, document 3/564A/DA

The draft agenda, document 3/564A/DA, was accepted.

3 Report from the Chairman of TC3

In his report the Chairman mentioned that we are facing two major problems in our committees:

- the diff iculty to attract experts: this is especially in the area of graphical symbols for
diagrams. The number of active members is decreasing.

- the implementation of the our standards in tools. In order to get the standards used they
must first be implemented in the tools that the end users use in their work.

He also drew attention to the co-operation with ISO/TC10. In a decision from its latest meeting
in Zürich they decided not to take part in JWGs if they cannot by themselves raise at least 5
active members in the group. This might cause difficulties in the future in working groups on
topics for which the co-operation is essential for the end result.

4 Note of the approval of the minutes of the previous meeting of TC3 in Kyoto
1999-10, document 3/559/RM

The approval of the minutes of the last meeting, document 3/559/RM was noted. There were no
comments.
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5 Note of the minutes from the co-ordination meeting with Chairmen,
Secretaries and Convenors held in München 2000-03-20 … -21 and related
ad hoc meeting 2000-03-21 … -22, documents 3/561/INF and and 3/562/INF

The minutes from the meeting were noted. There were no comments.

6 Report from the Secretary of TC3, including actions taken as a result of the
minutes, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat)3

The Secretary presented his report, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )3. There were no
additional comments except for those under 6.1 and 6.2.

6.1 Assistant Secretariat of TC3

The Chairman gave appreciation to Mr. A. Fornalski, who during many years served as
Secretary of SC3A and then as Assistant Secretary in TC3, and also been Convenor of WG1.

Decision 1: Regarding the need for additional resources to support the Secretariat in the work
on graphical symbols for diagrams, it was decided that an AC should be circulated, asking the
National Committees to appoint a Convenor of the Validation Team for IEC 60617.

6.2 Change of Secretariat of SC3C, document 3/563/AC

The Chairman noted that the change of Secretariat, had been a painful process, and
appreciated that Japan got the possibility to take on the Secretariat and to appoint Prof. Ikeda
as Secretary.

The Chairman also thanked the predecessor as Secretary, Mr Brigham, for the excellent work
carried out in this position.

7 Presentation of and result of the Workshop 2000-09-18, document
3(Stockholm/Secretariat)4

The Secretary presented the report from the workshop, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )4,
only briefly, since most of the delegates to the TC3 meting had been present also at that.

Comments and decisions:

Decision 2: It should be reported in the RCA that TC3 is of the opinion that in order to promote
the use horizontal standards they must be freely and easily available to all persons involved in
the work of other committees.

Decision 3: It should be reported in the RCA that TC3 is of the opinion that  at least declaration
of conformance to horizontal standards might be useful as a means of enforcement. Preferably
it should be checked.

Decision 4: If we want to attract a broader audience to our workshops, they need to be named
after a dominating topic, and not be called "TC3 workshop".

Decision 5: Marketing efforts and their effect shall always be an item on future TC3 plenary
meetings.
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The report was accepted.

8 Consideration of the report from the Secretary on the status of the IEC
60617 database and the status of the implementation of the new procedure
for standardisation of graphical symbols for diagrams, document
3(Stockholm/Secretariat)9

The Secretary presented the report, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )9. It was discussed in
connection with item 9.

The report was accepted.

9 Consideration of  the report from the Validation Team 60617 on validated
graphical symbols in the IEC 60617 database, document
3(Stockholm/Secretariat)10

The Secretary presented the report, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )10.

(In item 4.4 of it is should read Task II and not Task 11.)

The report was accepted.

The Chairman said that there has been a lot of work to come to where we are today, and
expressed his gratitude to the Loading Team and to the Validation Team.

He thanked especially the Secretary who had had to push the work.

10 To consider the report from the working group WG1 Revision of IEC 60617
Parts 2 - 11, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat)11

The Secretary presented the report from WG1, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )11, as Mr.
Fornalski was not present at the meeting. He added that just before the meeting the last
documentation of the Task II proposals had been received, and the task of the WG1 was
therefore finished.

The necessity for keeping the WG1 was discussed by the Committee.  The Secretary
mentioned that we might be short of capacity for preparatory work. Apart from the Secretariat
we have to rely on the Validation Team.

Prof. Ikeda stressed that the roles of the WG and the VT must not be mixed.

It was finally concluded that technical discussions could take part in the committee, if
necessary. We could also set up ad hoc groups or project teams when required. Consequently,
there was no immediate need to keep the WG1.

Decision 6: WG1 was disbanded with thanks for the work done during many of years.

11 Consideration of  the report from IEC/TC3 - ISO/TC184/SC4 JWG9 -Electrical
applications of ISO 10303 - Product data representation and exchange - and
relevant decisions, document 3/566/RVC
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There was no report available.

Mr. Reuter mentioned that AP212 had now been signed off as an International Standard without
voting on an FDIS. The same procedure has been applied for AP210 earlier.

The Secretary raised the question if it was now necessary to keep the JWG9. To that Mr van
Noesel informed that the intention was now that, after finishing of AP210, the work on AP 220
should be taken up again. This work has been dormant for a number of years because of lack
of resources.

12 Report from the Chairman of SC3B - Documentation - and relevant
decisions, document 3(Stockholm/SC3B)5

The Chairman of SC3B, Mr. Reuter, presented his report, document 3(Stockholm/SC3B )5.

Regarding the issue on recognition of the work of experts, two possibilit ies were considered: to
publish names in the publications, and to write official letters of thanks to the participating
experts from the Committee.

Regarding the publication of names in the standards, Mr. Cordelier, that this is not in l ine with
present rules. On the other, to write, official letters of gratitude would present no problems

Decision 7: In the RCA we should mentioned that TC3 has discussed the question of
recognition of experts and that this might be an important thing with regard to the possibil ity to
attract new experts. TC3 suggest that the names of experts participating in the working group
should be published in the standard.

Regarding the need to get direct input from users to the Maintenance Team the possibility to
publish the names of the Maintenance Team leaders on the web page was discussed. The
Secretary noted that these names are already available on the presentation pages for SC3B
standards on the TC3 web site. However, this is not a very official place and alternatives should
be sought.

The report was accepted.

13 Report from the Chairman of SC3C - Graphical symbols for use on
equipment - and relevant decisions, document 3(Stockholm/SC3C)6

The Chairman of SC3C, Mr. Y. Nakamura, presented his report, document
3(Stockholm/SC3C)6.

In addition he mentioned, under item 3, that SC3C had had a fruitful meeting with TC26.

Under item 6 the Secretary raised the question on the work of COPOLCO that they should work
not only on symbols for equipment, but also "on other graphical symbols", which these
symbols were.

That question had no clear answer, but it was concluded that the COPOLCO group will not
prepare standards, but some guidelines on the presentation and understanding of symbol and
focus on the process of development of symbols.

The report was accepted.
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14 Report from the Chairman of SC3D - Data sets for libraries - and relevant
decisions, document 3(Stockholm/SC3D)7

The Chairman of SC3D, Dr. D. Radley, presented his report, document 3(Stockholm/SC3D)7.

The report was accepted.

15 Report from the latest meeting of Sector Board 3 (SB3) and Sector Board Ad
Hoc Group meetings (SB3AHG)

The Chairman said that we have during the last year not participated in any meeting of SB3,
and that we have some difficulties to get access to the documents.

Nothing further to report.

16 Report on activities related to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
between IEC ISO UN/ECE concerning standardisation in the field of
electronic business, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat)12

The Secretary presented the report, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )12.

It was agreed that we should at least cover the activities in this MoUMG through Mr. Barta who
is the official IEC representative. Mr. Bart a had already informed that he will take part in the
fortcoming "Summit" in the end of November.

The report was accepted.

17 Report on activities related to ACET and ACET Area, document
3(Stockholm/Reekum)8

The Secretary of SC3D, Mr. Van Reekum, presented his report, document
3(Stockholm/Reekum)8.

Recomendation 0004/07 and Conclusion 0004/08 regarding free access to dictionaries had
been reported the CA. CA had in turn forwarded it to the Council, which at its meeting in
Stockholm, had forwarded it to the Policy Committee. So there is sti l l  no decision.

The report was accepted.

18 Review the P- and O- membership of the committee.

Denmark has changed its former P-membership in SC3D to O.

19 Discussion of  the Draft Strategic Policy Statement decisions taken in the
sub-committees, document CA/1737/SPS

No changes had been proposed from SC3B, SC3C or SC3D, so only "house keeping changes"
will be made.
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20 Discussion of the Scope of the Committee, document 6/AC (2000)

The Secretary introduced the request in document 6/AC.

His conclusion was that we presently fulfil the requirements and that no changes are required
just because of that document.

Decision 8: The Scope will be kept in its present form.

21 Review of liaisons with other bodies (not already covered), and to
specifically consider related decisions in the SCs:

21.1 IEC TC16 Terminal markings and other identifications [Liaison officer: Mr. E.
Selvik], document 3/571/INF

Mr. E. Selvik, Chairman of TC16, presented his liaison report, document 3/571/INF.

Regarding item 4 that EN 308 would not be in line with IEC 60446 regarding colour of
conductors, a letter expressing concerns will be written to CENELEC by Mr. Selvik of TC16.

It was concluded that SC3B could add its concerns to this letter, because of the effects the
proposed rules will have in standard documentation prepared by equipment and system
suppliers. (Equipment to be used in Europe need to be different from equipment used
elsewhere.) /Mr. Reuter will prepare a text when Mr. Selvik is ready with his.)

The report was accepted.

21.2 IEC TC44 Safety of machinery - electrotechnical aspects [Liaison officer: Mr. T.
Viitanen], document 3/568/INF

Mr. T. Viitanen presented his report, document 3/568/INF.

Th report was accepted without further comments.

21.3 IEC TC65 Industrial-process measurement and control [Liaison officer: Mr. F.
Reuter], document 3/570/INF

Mr. Reuter said that the issues of his report, document 3/570/INF, had already been brought
forward in SC3B and SC3D.

There were no further comments and the report was accepted.

21.4 IEC TC93 Design automation [Liaison officer: Mr. T. Viitanen], document 3/569/INF

Mr. T. Viitanen presented his report, document 3/569/INF.

There were no further comments and the report was accepted.

21.5 ISO TC10 Technical drawings, product definition and related documentation
[Liaison officer: Mr. J. Aagaard], document 3/572/INF

Most of the issues had already been dealt with in the SC3B meeting.
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Decision 9: TC3 supported the decision by SC3B to send a letter to ISO/TC10 with questions
on the terminology database and symbols database regarding the information models. We
support the idea of a database for graphical symbols, however, we would like this to be done in
such a way that a future merger of the environment is possible.

The report was accepted.

21.6 ISO TC184/SC4 Industrial automation systems: External representation of product
definition data [Liaison officer: Mr. Reinhard Nerke]

There was no report.

22 Review of the work program of TC3, document 3/567/PW

It was noted that the IEC 60617 database was not included in the present document3/567/PW,
although it does exist in the actual web page. (The printout program does not care about
projects with status SPE??)

23 Note of  and discussion of  the result of the questionnaire on the
implementation of IEC TC3 standards, documents 3/565/Q and
3(Stockholm/Secretariat)15

The Secretary presented document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )15.

Decision 10: We should not make a new effort at the moment. The result will be briefly present
on the TC3 web site.

Other conclusions:

– Such a questionnaire might need a long over all answering time, to be adapted on National
level with regard to vacation periods, etc.

– National covering letters need to be prepared. Explain relation between National standards
and IEC.

– Address registers need to be available beforehand.

– We ought to create a list of software houses that we could contact directly

24 Note of and consideration of marketing efforts: the Documentation
pamphlet. Seminar activities. Reports from the National Committees,
document 3(Stockholm/Denmark)13

Mr Thorn presented document 3(Stockholm/Secrtetariat )13.

Mr. Yoshida reported that in Japan there had been a seminar on the adptation of Japanese
National standards to IEC standards. Explanations and examples are necessary. They are now
especially focusing on IEC 61346-1, IEC 61175 and IEC 61082.

Mr. Scholtz reported that in Germany the German NC plans to have a seminar on IEC 61346 for
CAD vendors.
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Regarding the Documentation pamphlet no special activities were reported.

25 Note of the use of the TC3 web site on the IEC-server http://www.iec.ch/tc3 .
Presentation pages on the web, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat)14

The Secretary presented the report, document 3(Stockholm/Secretariat )14.

Regarding the question about a broader involvement of Secretaries and Convenors to supply
information it was said that it is a question of culture and time. It was agreed that we stil l need
the site.

26 Date and place of next meeting 2001.

Mr Selvik said that Norway would be glad to invite the TC3 with SCs first week of October
2001. The meetings will be held in connection with the meeting of TC16.

For successive meetings we should compress the time schedule to 5 days, so that we hold
them in conjunction with the IEC GM.

27 Other business

27.1 Co-ordination meeting

A co-ordination is preliminary planned in April, possibly in London.

28 Close of the meeting

The Chairman thanked the delegates for their participation and co-operation and the Swedish
National Committee for all efforts and arrangements, and wished the delegates a good trip
back.

___________________


